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Throughout these many changes of emphasis and objective,
French political thought has seldom ceased to regard the indi-
vidual and human personality as the very basis of politics. The
basis of all is humanism, ranging from an extreme individual-
ism which is tantamount to anarchism, to a respect for small
and intense human communities which are but the individual
writ large. France herself, as a nation and even as a state, is
thought of in terms of individual personality. It is no accident
that the Third Republic was nicknamed Marianne. The
powerful traditions of classical humanism, of Roman law, of
revolutionary sentiment and emancipation, have all conspired,
with the institutions of peasant proprietorship and the small
business, to exalt the individual in French thought, habits and
social organization. This is the constant reality underlying the
desire for decentralization, local autonomies, a weak govern-
ment, strong communal life in small farms and villages, and
above all in independent family life. It breeds the spirit of re-
sistance to all dictatorship: and even the most complete of
dictatorships have had to make much of their respect for peas-
ant proprietorship and the family, for the ideal of the 'career
open to talents5 and the rights of Labour. Even the unsought
system of parliamentary sovereignty which was the Third
Republic had to come to terms with this reality by making the
Deputy the most effective personal agent of local desires and
interests, and of individual requests. Every French regime
except Vichy, and nearly every French school of political
thought except traditionalism, has been able to claim some
lineage from Rousseau: at one moment an tiatiste, at another a
communard, at another a Socialist, yet always, at bottom, an
incorrigible individualist.1
1 The French cult of individuality and of individualism is appar-
ent in innumerable aspects of French life and culture, some of which
are described elsewhere in this book. It has been frequently acknow-
ledged and elaborated by prominent French writers—e.g. Andre
Siegfried: op. cit., Chapter I on Le Garact&re frangais\ Pierre Maillaud:
Prance (1942), p. 41 ff. to quote only two very modern examples.
On the many-sidedness of Rousseau, see Alfred Cobban: Rousseau
and the Modem State (1934); and the brilliant Catholic analysis of

